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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE-!, KALAYA. ORAKZAI 

of2022.Inquiry No 

03.12.2022.Date of institution 

16.12.2022.Date of decision 

Mad No. 15 dated 13.09.2022, Police Station Kurez Boya

APP for the state present. Joint statement of parents of deceased

Mst. Zubaida Bibi namely Alifa Jan and Gulfam Ali already recorded

wherein they stated that Mst. Zubaida Bibi has committed suicide and

they do not want to charge anyone. That they have no blood feud with

anyone. They thumb impressed their joint statement. Copies of their

CNICs are Ex. PA and Ex. PB. Arguments heard and record perused.

Prosecution has submitted the instant inquiry report under section

174 Cr.PC, initiated vide Mad No. 15 dated 13.09.2022 in police station

Kurez Boya, in order to determine the cause of death of deceased Mst.

Zubaida Bibi D/O Gulfam aged about 23 years, R/O Village Qambar,

Lower Orakzai.

According to daily dairy No. 15 dated 13.09.2022, mother of

12.09.2022 at 19:00 hours in the house of complainant, her daughter

named above committed suicide.

During inquiry proceedings the statements of the legal heirs of

the deceased were recorded which are duly thumb impressed by them.
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deceased namely Mst. Alif Jan Bibi reported to the police that on



(J-

List of LRs of deceased is placed on file. They also submitted.

Joint statement parents of deceased of Mst. Zubaida Bibi namely

Alifa Jan and Gulfam Ali already recorded wherein they stated that

Mst. Zubaida Bibi has committed suicide and they do not want to

charge anyone. That they have no blood feud with anyone. They thumb

impressed their joint statement. Copies of their CNICs are Ex. PA and

Ex. PB.

Per record, deceased Mst. Zubaida Bibi has committed suicide. In

the circumstances, the inquiry report is hereby filed as no offence has

been committed.

File be consigned to District record room after its completion and

compilation.

(Zahir Khan) 
JMIC-I, Kalaya, Orakzai
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Announced: -
16.12.2022

“Ladawanama”. Panchayat Nama is also placed on file.
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